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ABSTRACT
We study the problem of how to optimize a cloud service provider’s pricing policy so as to better compete with other providers. Different from previous work, we take both the evolution of the market and the competition between multiple cloud providers into consideration while optimizing the pricing strategy for the provider. In order to compute the optimal pricing policy, we decompose the optimization problem into two steps: (1) When the market finally becomes saturated, we use Q-learning, a method of reinforcement learning, to derive an optimal pricing policy for the stationary market; (2) Based on the optimal policy for the stationary market, we use backward induction to derive an optimal pricing policy for the situation of competition in an evolutionary market. Numerical simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we study the problem of pricing policy optimization in the cloud market by considering both the competition between providers and the evolution of the market. Specifically, we first model an evolutionary cloud computing market where the growth rate of the number of users is changing over different market stages and the demand of individual users is affected by the price. Then we formulate the market competition as a multiple-stage game in which we assume an active provider is competing with other reactive competitors who adopt the follow-up pricing policy. When performing pricing optimization for the active provider under the above settings, to handle the evolution of the cloud market, we decompose the optimization problem into two steps. In the first step, we consider the situation when the market evolves to saturation (stationary market) and apply a well-established method of reinforcement learning — Q-learning, to find out an optimal policy for the provider. In the second step, based on the optimal policy obtained for the stationary market, we use backward induction to find an optimal pricing policy for the situation when the market is still evolving and the environment is non-stationary. Numerical simulations demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach.

2. PROBLEM MODELING
We first use the classical logistic growth function [2] to model the growth of the number of cloud service users: \( N(t) = \frac{N_0N_\infty}{N_0 + (N_\infty - N_0)e^{-\kappa t}} \), where \( N_0 \) is the initial population, \( N(t) \) denotes the number of cloud users in the market at stage \( t \), \( N_\infty \) is the saturated population in the market, and \( \kappa \) is the temporal evolution rate of the market. We then assume the demand of an individual user negatively correlates with the market price. Let \( d_{j,t} \) denote the demand of user \( j \) at stage \( t \), which is a random variable that follows an exponential distribution with expectation \( \lambda_j = \frac{\Lambda}{\sum_{j \in N_t} p_{j,t-1}} \), where \( p_{j,t-1} \) is the price set by provider \( i \) at stage \( t - 1 \), \( \Lambda \) is a constant parameter. When the demand of a cloud user is satisfied, he/she can extract value from the cloud service and need to pay the cloud provider. Let \( \theta_j \) denote the marginal value that the user can extract from per-unit of the cloud service. The utility \( u_{j,i}^{t} \) of the user \( j \) by choosing provider \( i \) is defined as \( u_{j,i}^{t} = d_{j,t}(\theta_j - p_{i,t} + \tau_{j,i}) \), where \( \tau_{j,i} \) denotes user \( j \)'s preference towards provider \( i \). We model the marginal operational cost for a provider as \( c_{i,t} = c_{i,0} \sum_{j \in N_{i,t}} d_{j,t}(\beta \eta) \), where \( c_{i,0} \) is the initial cost of provider \( i \), \( N_{i,t} \) is the set of users choosing provider \( i \) at stage \( t \), and \( \beta > 0 \) and \( \eta > 0 \) are two parameters. The immediate profit of provider \( i \) at stage \( t \) can be written as \( r_{i,t} = \sum_{j \in N_{i,t}} d_{j,t}(p_{i,t} - c_{i,t}) \).
3. PRICING POLICY OPTIMIZATION

Because we are considering an evolutionary market, we cannot directly apply reinforcement learning as done by [3] to our problem. In particular, we notice that as the cloud market evolves, it will eventually become mature and stationary. On this basis, we can decompose the solution of an optimal pricing policy into two steps: applying reinforcement learning techniques to find an optimal pricing policy when the market becomes stationary, and then using backward induction to find an optimal pricing policy when the market is still evolving.

For the Q-learning, the state $s$ is the price of the proactive provider in the previous stage and we denote $Q(s, a)$ as the discounted long-run expected profit when the proactive provider takes action $a$ in state $s$. We use a look-up table to represent the $Q(s, a)$ function [1]. Then we repeat the following update procedure. For each state $s$, we randomly take an action $a$ with probability $\epsilon$ and take the action $a$ maximizing $Q(s, a)$ with probability $1 - \epsilon$. After taking action $a$ in state $s$, the users choose providers and the proactive provider receives an immediate reward $r(s, a)$ and the new state is denoted as $s'$. Then we update $Q(s, a)$ in the table by adding $\Delta Q(s, a) = \alpha(r(s, a) + \gamma \max Q(s', a') - Q(s, a))$, where $\gamma$ is the discount factor and $\alpha$ is the learning rate. We terminate the update procedure if the table converges. When we obtain the convergent table, the optimal policy can be easily found by choosing the action with the highest expected profit $Q(s, a)$ in any state $s$.

After obtaining the optimal pricing policy when the market is stationary and the optimal expected profit for each state-action pair, we adopt backward induction to find the optimal pricing policy when the market is still evolving by leveraging the convergent table $Q$. Let $T$ denote a stationary stage of the market, $r(p, a, t)$ denote the immediate profit of the proactive provider at stage $t$ by taking action $a$ (setting new price as $a$) given the price $p$ of the previous stage $t - 1$, $R(p, t)$ denotes the optimal expected profit that the proactive provider can achieve at stage $t$ given the price $p$ of the previous stage, and $A(p, t)$ denote the optimal action (price) that the proactive provider should take at stage $t$ given the price $p$ of the previous stage. Algorithm 1 shows how backward induction can find an optimal pricing policy for an evolutionary market.

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

For the simulations in this subsection, we consider a market with three providers. Suppose Provider 1 is the proactive one and other two reactive ones are named as Provider 2 and Provider 3 respectively. We consider Providers 2 and 3 applying either absolute follow-up policy (ABS) that cut the price down by an absolute number or relative follow-up policy (REL) that cut the price down by a relative number. As this paper is the first one to model the evolutionary cloud computing market, there are no existing baselines, and we create two simple price reduction policies to serve as baselines. The first pricing policy called "Exp Reduction" that asks the proactive provider to exponentially cut his/her price over stages $p_t = p_0 e^{-0.01t}$, and the second policy asks the proactive provider to drop the price down by 5% for every 10 steps until it approaches the threshold price. We call it "Linear Reduction". We simulate Provider 1’s performance according to three different initial market scenarios.

Algorithm 1 Finding an optimal pricing policy by backward induction when the market is evolving

Input:
- Stationary stage $T$ and the convergent table $Q$ outputted by Q-learning:
  - The initial price $p_{i, 0}$ and initial cost $c_{i, 0}$ of each provider $i$ before stage 1;
Output:
- An expected profit table $R(p, t), \forall p \in P, \forall t \in [T]$ and an optimal action table $A(p, t), \forall p \in P, \forall t \in [T]$;

1: Set $R(p, T) = \max_{a \in P} Q(p, a)$;
2: Set $A(p, T) = \arg \max_{a \in P} Q(p, a)$;
3: for $t = T - 1, T - 2, \ldots, 2, 1$ do
4: for each $p \in P$ do
5: Set $R(p, t) = \max_{a \in P, a \leq p} \{r(p, a, t) + \gamma R(a, t + 1)\}$;
6: Set $A(p, t) = \arg \max_{a \in P, a \leq p} \{r(p, a, t) + \gamma R(a, t + 1)\}$;
7: end for
8: end for

that Provider 1 has the highest, medium and lowest initial price, marginal cost and preference level from users. According to the Table 1, using the pricing policy outputted by our algorithms, the proactive provider can achieve the largest profit than using the other two policies for all the scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absolute Value</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>1488</td>
<td>932</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>989</td>
<td>932</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>487</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Value</th>
<th>Scenario 1</th>
<th>Scenario 2</th>
<th>Scenario 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp</td>
<td>919</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>1089</td>
<td>751</td>
<td>468</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Profit comparison of different price reduction policies
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